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INTRODUCTION

“From the beginning we have been working 
with world class leading architects, specifying 
products from our exclusive production 
range, while also being able to offer custom 
solutions with existing products or creating 
bespoke pieces.”

Established in 2004, BARBERA produce high quality 
Australian made and designed furniture. Based in 
Melbourne, our team of skilled artisans, technicians 
and designers use a range of classic materials 
such as marble, bronze, steel, leather and timber 
to forge a refined aesthetic. Designed for use in 
domestic and commercial architectural spaces, our 
product ethos is focused around intelligent design 
outcomes and process orientated workings; fusing 
old industrial techniques with modern technology 
and high craftsmanship.

We supply furniture for the Australian and 
international markets. Clients select from our 
product range with options to tailor materials and 
dimensions, then each piece is fabricated by our 
team of artisans that hand make our designs in 
our studio and factory. BARBERA create timeless 
designs with a focus on product longevity.

We love what we create.
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UCCIO 
CHAIRS AND STOOLS

The UCCIO chairs and stools were inspired by chair 
proportions from a bygone era when they often had a small 
footprint, ideal for large volume projects, or small spaces. 
They are made of a solid steel construction and come either 
with or without backrests, chair type or stool type. 

Available in three standard seat heights, the UCCIO chairs 
and stools come in six different frame options, that are all 
stackable. The outdoor version comes with plastic seats and 
anti-corrosion coating for the frame, while the indoor version 
has leather seats, which are finished by hand lacing.

Dimensions:
stool:  430x470x450h
barstool:  430x470x650h
barstool large: 430x470x750h

chair:  430x470x450h
barchair:  430x470x650h
barchair large: 430x470x750h

Frame Finishes:
electroplated: zinc black, copper, florentine bronze and brass;
powder coated standard colours;

Seat and Backrest Options:
plastic: black or white;
leather: tan, natural, brown or black;
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UCCIO
INDOOR LOWCHAIR

The UCCIO lowchair is a slender and stackable lounging chair. 
Designed with a simple, but solid steel rod construction, it 
comes with a thick and comfortable saddle type leather seat 
and backrest.

 The frame is available in electroplated zinc black, copper, 
florentine bronze,  or any standard powder coat colour. The 
leather seat is available in tan, brown, natural and black. 

Dimensions:
580x610x420h

Frame Finishes:
electroplated: zinc black, copper, florentine bronze;
 powder coated standard colours

Seat and Backrest Options:
leather: tan, natural, brown or black;
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UCCIO 
OUTDOOR LOWCHAIR

The UCCIO lowchair is a stackable outdoor lounging chair, that 
due to its simple and slender design, blends easily into your 
terrace, veranda or pool.

Made of a solid steel rod construction with a slatted steel seat 
and backrest, it is an all metal product with anti-corrosion 
coating. Available in any standard powder coat colour.

Dimensions:
580x610x420h

Frame Finishes:
standard powder coat colours;
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UCCIO 
ROUND TABLE

The UCCIO round table was conceived as a dining table, 
inspired by designs from the 50’s and re-interpreted as a 
round table.

The base is made of a solid steel rod construction, while the 
plywood table top comes either with furniture linoleum, or 
a compressed laminate surface. Available in three standard 
sizes, the UCCIO round table is available in various colour 
combinations.

Dimensions:
750diax730h; 900diax730h; 1200diax730h

Base Finishes:
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
plywood laminated with furniture linoleum (forbo); plywood 
laminated with compressed laminate (standard colours);
compressed laminate with brass edge;
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UCCIO 
OUTDOOR TABLE

The UCCIO square and round outdoor table was conceived as 
a large outdoor table, being constructed only from powder 
coated stainless steel to withstand the tough Australian 
environment. 

Available in standard and custom sizes, the UCCIO  square 
table is fabricated from stainless steel solid rod, tube and 
sheet metal and comes either with a solid or a perforated top. 
The table can be finished in any standard powder coat colour. 
The round table base is available in three sizes with a wide 
variety of table top diameters to suit. The UCCIO round table 
can be specified from many natural stones available.

Dimensions:
rectangular:
800x1600x730h; 
1000x2000x730h; 
1200x2400x730h;

round:
1200diax730h;
1400diax730h
1600diax730h

Finishes:
powder coated standard colours;

Square Options:
solid sheetmetal powder coated;
perforated sheetmetal powder coated;

Round Options:
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or textured 
finish;
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UCCIO
SIDETABLE

The UCCIO side table is an occasional table designed to 
accompany your lounge or other type of seating. Made of 
a solid steel frame and a round top, the UCCIO side table is 
available in two standard sizes.  

For outdoor use, the table has an anti-corrosion coating and is 
available with a solid, perforated or slatted steel top.

For indoor use, the table top is available in either marble or 
solid timber.  

Dimensions:
metal top                         470 dia  x  425h 
                                           600 dia  x  385h 
stone top                         470  dia  x  445h
                                           600 dia x  405h 

Base Finishes:
indoor use: the frame is available in black zinc, brass, copper, 
florentine bronze or any standard powder coat colour;
outdoor use: the table is available in any standard powder 
coat colour;

Top Options:
metal: perforated or slatted
timber: american oak natural, stained or coloured;
stone: carrara or grigio carnico, custom stone upon request;
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TIMBA
CHAIR

The TIMBA chair was designed with an ethos of minimal 
manufacturing process, resulting in a simplistic form, and a 
cost effective, but sturdy timber chair. 

The swivel backrest adjusts to any back, while the seat has 
separate timber slats, acting as a spring when sat on 
to absorb the shock. Made of solid american oak, the indoor 
chair is finished with a natural water-based paint, stain, or 
clear coat.

Dimensions:
480x480x440h

Finishes:
water-based opaque colours, stained, or clear coat;
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BLOK 
STOOL AND BENCH

BLOK benches and stools are designed with an ethos of 
minimal manufacturing process. The design balances between 
aesthetic simplicity and weight handling. 

Assembled to solid blocks of timber using american oak, the 
stools come in a standard size, while the bench is available 
in standard and custom sizes. All come with a natural water-
based paint, stain, or clear coat finish.

Dimensions:
stool: 300x330x430h
bench: 1200x330x430h; 1600x300x430h; 
custom lengths available

Finishes:
american oak: water-based opaque colours, stained, or 
clear coat;
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BIG TIMBER
TABLE

BIG TIMBER is a large and timeless timber table. Designed to 
be robust yet visually not overbearing, it uses simple joints, 
with the timber grain expressed through its genuine design 
and construction. 

Built using old fashioned wood crafting methods, BIG TIMBER 
is made of solid and sturdy american oak. Available in a variety 
of water based finishes, it comes in three standard sizes with 
custom lengths possible.
 

Dimensions:
1000x2000x730h; 1200x2400x730h; 1200x3000x730h; 
custom lengths available

Finishes:
american oak: water based opaque colours, stained, or 
clear coat;
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SINE
SIDETABLE

The SINE side table was originally designed to be a home 
cinema side table. With the transparency of  the steel rods 
drawing a solid form, the sturdy base provides a play on light 
and shadow.

The solid base construction comes with a powder coated 
finish and is available in two standard sizes. Top options are 
either timber or stone.

Dimensions:
350diax430h; 800diax390h

Base Finish:
powder coated standard colours

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or textured 
finish;
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ROUSE
TABLE

ROUSE table is a process driven design, paired back to work 
with any set of chairs. The minimal yet robust splayed legs, 
add stability even in bigger table top sizes.

The strong tubular steel legs are finished in any standard 
colour from the powder coat range, or can be upholstered  
with leather. ROUSE table is available either  
with a timber, natural stone, or solid acrylic.

Dimensions:
1200diax740h; 1400diax740h; 
1500diax740h; 1600diax740h; 1800diax740h; 2000diax740h

Finishes:
powder coated standard colours;
leather: upholstered legs;

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: many natural stones available in polished, honed or 
textured finish;
solid acrylic: corian, himac, marblo;
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SPARGERE 
ROUND TABLE

The SPARGERE table is a reinterpretation of the original 
BRONZE table, with the legs centrally mounted, for a more 
classical dining table design.

The four legged hand polished bronze base brings up a full 
lustre mirror finish that will gain patina and slowly change 
over time. However, regular hand buffing will maintain an even 
golden shine. The top comes in either solid timber, marble, or 
grey tinted glass.

Dimensions:
small Base: 1400diax730h; 1500diax730h; 1600diax730h 
large Base: 1800diax730h; 1900diax730h

Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt or inlayed parquetry 
stained, coloured or clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or 
textured finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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SPARGERE 
LONG TABLE

The SPARGERE table is a reinterpretation of the original 
BRONZE table, with the legs centrally mounted, for a more 
classical longer dining table design.

The four legged hand polished bronze base brings up a full 
lustre mirror finish that will gain patina and slowly change 
over time. However, regular hand buffing will maintain an even 
golden shine. The top comes in either solid timber, marble, or 
grey tinted glass.

Dimensions:
2000 L x 1200 w
2400 L x 1200 w
2800 L x 1300 w

710 H with glass top
740 H with stone top 
custom sizes available

Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or 
textured finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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BRONZE
ROUND TABLE

BRONZE round table comprises of a solid hand cast bronze 
base, mated to solid timber or stone; fusing classical 
aesthetics with ancient material and contemporary 
technology, to create a future relic and an instant classic.

The solid cast three-legged bronze base can be finished in 
a satin rub or hand polished to bring up a full lustre mirror 
finish, that will gain patina and slowly change colour over 
time. However, regular hand buffing will maintain an even 
golden shine. The top comes in either solid timber, glass or 
natural stone.

Dimensions:
600 diameter
800 diameter
1000 diameter
1200 diameter
1400 diameter
1600 diameter
 custom heights available

Base Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or 
textured finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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BRONZE
COFFEE TABLE

BRONZE coffee table comprises of a solid hand cast bronze 
base, mated to solid timber or stone; fusing classical 
aesthetics with ancient material and contemporary 
technology, to create a future relic and an instant classic.

The solid cast three-legged bronze base can be finished in 
a satin rub or hand polished to bring up a full lustre mirror 
finish, that will gain patina and slowly change colour over 
time. However, regular hand buffing will maintain an even 
golden shine. The top comes in either solid timber, glass or 
natural stone.

Dimensions round:
600 diameter
800 diameter
1000 diameter
1200 diameter
1400 diameter
1600 diameter
 custom heights available

Dimensions square:
Refer to Bronze square sizing;
custom heights available;

Base Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or 
textured finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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BRONZE
SqUARE TABLE  /  LIGHTWEIGHT

BRONZE square table comprises of a solid hand cast bronze 
base, fusing classical aesthetics with ancient material and 
contemporary technology. The Bronze ‘lightweight’ has a 
38mm section perimeter rail.

The solid cast bronze base can be finished in a satin rub or 
hand polished to bring up a full lustre mirror finish, that will 
slowly gain patina over time. However, occasional buffing will 
maintain its shine. The top comes in either solid timber, glass 
or natural stone.

Dimensions:
450x450x730h; 500x500x730h; 600x300x730h; 
600x600x730h; 900x600x730h; 1200x600x730h; 
900x900x730h; 1200x900x730h; 1600x900x730h; 
1200x1200x730h

custom sizes available at 50mm increments. 
minimum length: 400mm
maximum length: 1750mm
sizes above 1750 require heavyweight section.

Base Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or clear 
coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or textured 
finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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BRONZE
SqUARE TABLE  /  HEAVyWEIGHT

BRONZE square table comprises of a solid hand cast bronze 
base, fusing classical aesthetics with ancient material and 
contemporary technology. The Bronze ‘heavyweight’ has a 
50mm section perimeter rail.

The solid cast bronze base can be finished in a satin rub or 
hand polished to bring up a full lustre mirror finish, that will 
slowly gain patina over time. However, occasional buffing will 
maintain its shine. The top comes in either solid timber, glass 
or natural stone. 

Dimensions:
1800x900x730h; 2000x900x730h; 2200x900x730h; 
2400x900x730h; 2400x1100x730h; 1400x1400x730h

Custom sizes available at 50mm increments. 
Minimum length: 400mm
Maximum length: 2400mm
Sizes above 2400 need to have 6 legs

Base Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or
textured finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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BRONZE
SqUARE TABLE  /  HEAVyWEIGHT  /  SIxLEGS

BRONZE square table comprises of a solid hand cast bronze 
base, fusing classical aesthetics with ancient material and 
contemporary technology. 

The solid cast bronze base is finished in either a satin rub 
or hand polish to bring up a full lustre mirror finish, that will 
slowly gain patina over time. However, occasional buffing will 
maintain its shine. The top comes in either solid timber, glass 
or natural stone. 

Dimensions:
2500 x   900 x 730h 
3000 x 1000 x 730h 
3600 x  1200 x 730h

custom sizes available at 50mm increments

Base Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or textured 
finish;
glass: tinted grey or colour backed;
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LOVELOCK 
COAT-STAND

LOVELOCK is a solid one piece hand cast bronze coat-stand 
reminiscent of a different era. With a hefty ballast of bronze in 
the base, it is steadily balanced. 

Manufactured in low volume, the forms are hand cast and 
hand polished to create a fluid form. The solid cast bronze 
can be finished in a satin rub or hand polished to bring up a 
full lustre mirror finish, that will slowly gain patina over time. 
However, occasional buffing will maintain its shine. 

Dimensions:
290x320x1750h
custom heights available; 

Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze;
powder coated standard colours;
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BRONZE
MIRROR

The BRONZE mirror works beautifully sitting on your makeup 
table or mounted on your wall. Manufactured in low volume, 
the frame and base are hand cast and hand polished to create 
a fluid form.

The bronze brings up a full lustre mirror finish, that will gain 
patina and slowly change colour over time. However, regular 
hand buffing will maintain an even golden shine. The wall 
version is available in two standard sizes, while the table 
version comes with a base in one standard size.

Dimensions:
wall: 450dia; 350dia; 
table: 450dia, base: 260x250

Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze;

Options:
free standing or wall mounted;
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MOD
SHELVING SySTEM

The MOD shelving system reinterprets early industrial  
shelving units, with its minimalistic restrained design. 
Originally conceived as an office shelf, it also finds its  
way into the living room.

Constructed from square steel tubing and sheet metal, the 
lightweight frame is used to suspend thin shelves. The MOD is 
available in three standard heights with vertical dividers that 
can be used to rest books on, or as sculptural elements. 
It is an all steel product with a powder coated finish.

Dimensions:
small       1980 x 390 x 1065 h
medium  1980 x 390 x 1415  h
large       1980 x 390 x 1765 h

Finishes:
powder coated standard colours

Options:
vertical dividers;
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MOLECULE
TABLE

The MOLECULE is a range of tables and side tables to suit a 
variety of uses. The asymmetrical, central base has a flowing 
minimal structure with a decent ballast of bronze to make for 
a stable and sturdy table maintaining a small footprint.

Manufactured in low volume, the forms are hand cast and 
polished to create a fluid form. The bronze brings up a full 
lustre mirror finish, that will gain patina and slowly change 
over time. However, regular hand buffing will maintain an even  
golden shine. The top comes in either solid timber, natural 
stone, or toughened glass.

Dimensions:
1980x390x1085h; 1980x390x1450h; 1980x390x1810h

Base Finishes:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
timber: american oak/blackbutt stained, coloured or 
clear coat;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or    
textured finish;
glass: toughened colour backed;
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HERON
COFFEE TABLE

The HERON coffee table comes in three standard sizes. The 
solid cast bronze base was designed visually to dance around 
the mass of the base by contrasting the geometry with the 
sculptural internal form. The bronze brings up a full lustre 
mirror finish, that will gain patina and slowly change over time. 
However, regular hand buffing will maintain an even  
golden shine. The top comes in a range of natural stone 
options individually sourced which results in every HERON 
coffee table being unique.

Dimensions:
1980x390x1085h; 1980x390x1450h; 1980x390x1810h

Base Options:
polished bronze, satin bronze; 
powder coated standard colours;

Top Options:
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or 
textured finish;
glass: tinted grey, or clear
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HERODOTUS
SHELVING SySTEM

The HERODOTUS shelving system is modular, designed with 
the designer in mind, when you need a specific storage unit to 
accomodate a specific space. This system can be specified in 
almost unlimited custom lengths, and layout.
The cast uprights and structure embody a flowing form with 
subtle organic elements that are available in brass or powder 
coated cast iron. The shelves are veneer laminated plywood, 
or specified in any natural stone.

Dimensions:
1780 h, unlimited width
shelves two to five high
shelf height 400mm apart with 360mm internal
vertical columns 800-1000mm apart
overhung shelf range 200-400mm
shelves two to five high

Frame Options:
powder coated standard colours;
brass polished or satin;

Shelf Options:
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or
 textured finish;
timber: american oak veneer board on plywood, coloured or 
clear coat;
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THALES
COFFEE TABLE

The THALES coffee table comprises of a solid bronze rod base 
and a natural stone or glass top. Fusing classical geometry 
with ancient material and contemporary technology, the 
simplicity of the minimal asymmetrical base supports the top 
with a subtle strength and elegance.

The base is formed from solid bronze by hand, which makes 
each piece unique and can be finished in a satin rub or hand 
polished to bring up a full lustre mirror finish. The top comes 
in either tinted glass or natural stone.

Dimensions:
various; 

Finishes:
bronze polished or satin;

Options:
glass: tinted grey;
stone: natural stones available in polished, honed or textured 
finish;
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